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Smoothly transition to
Windows 10

HP Discover and Design Services:
Assessment and Strategy Service for Windows 10
Update to Windows 10 the easy way with a customised strategy
for making a seamless transition without disrupting your business.

Benefits you’ll receive as part of
this service include:
• Service planning
• Full application audit
• Hardware, Windows application and web
application compatibility assessment
• Report on findings and recommendations for the
complete migration

Enjoy a quick and
easy migration

Clear communication
and expectations

You’ve heard about all of the great
advantages of Windows 10, but might be
concerned that a migration will cause major
disruption and headaches for your business.
It’s true that certain changes will present a
number of challenges for companies: both
Windows applications and web applications
need to be validated to run in the new
environment; the impact on security and
system management strategies must be
assessed; and implications on mobile
devices should be considered.

Prior to service delivery, we’ll meet with your
key stakeholders to agree upon the service,
scope, priorities, and timelines of your
migration.

That’s why HP has developed the
Assessment and Strategy Service for
Windows 10. As part of this service, we’ll
collect the required information about
your hardware and applications, as well
as key analysis information around device
and application landscape. Then, HP or
authorised service providers will produce
a detailed assessment and strategy report
that covers information about your current
environment and offers a recommended
strategy for adopting Windows 10 with the
least possible disruption to your business.

Efficient collection
of key information
In order to collect and consolidate required
device, application, user, and location
information, we’ll deploy software tools to
gather information. For larger deployments,
a representative sample from key
departments, functions, and locations will be
chosen.
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Choose to order the
Assessment and Service
Strategy for Windows 10
as either a product or as
a service contract.
Thorough assessment
Know the full impact of moving to Windows 10 thanks to our detailed examination of
hardware compatibility, Windows and web application compatibility, and analysis of your
existing system

Next steps outlined for you
Receive an output report with assessment results and suggestions on how to proceed with your
Windows 10 migration, including requirements for application transformation and image design,
suggestions on either migrating existing PCs or purchasing new PCs, and the corresponding
process for either migrating the existing PCs or loading your new image on new PCs.

Service timeline
Depending on the complexity of your environment and several additional variables, the
service will last roughly 4-12 weeks.
• Understand your full Windows and web applications landscape.
• Evaluate hardware compatibility and determine renewal options.
• Find the best way to migrate your PC fleet.
• Harvest unused application licencing to eliminate unused licences and help reduce costs.
• Determine how to achieve full Windows 10 application compatibility.
• Achieve enhanced management capabilities for systems and devices.

Learn more at
hp.com/go/configureanddeploy

Sign up for updates
hp.com/go/getupdated

Share with colleagues
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